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1. Intro to the SCHADS Award
2. The main changes to the SCHADS Award

a. Minimum engagement / payment periods (and the 
fact that they now apply to each period of work in a 
broken shift)

b. Stricter rules about broken shifts generally
c. Entitlements for performing “remote work” after hours
d. Stricter rules to deal with client cancellations
e. And lots and lots of more minor changes!

3. FAQ

Agenda
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What is the SCHADS Award and who does it 
apply to?

The Social, Community, Home Care and Disability Services Industry 
Award 2010 (‘SCHADS’ Award) is divided into four industry sector 
“streams”. 

Different rules apply to each stream, eg different rates of pay, different 
minimum shift lengths, etc.

1. Crisis assistance and supported housing sector;
2. Social and community services sector;
3. Home care sector;
4. Family day care sector.
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The SCHADS award only applies to employees 
listed in the classification schedules

● Note: only clerical coverage under the social and community services sector and 
family day care scheme sector. Clerical employees in home care and crisis 
assistance / housing streams = will usually be under the Clerks - Private Sector 
Award.

● Award will not generally apply to health professionals (nurses, psychiatrists, etc), 
will either be Nurses Award or Health Professionals & Support Services Awards.

● The SCHADS Award has a very high reach up the management chain see: Ms 
Veronica Cubillo v North Australian Aboriginal Family Violence Legal Service [2011] 
FWA 6818 where the CEO was found to be covered by the SCHADS Award!

● To avoid provisions of the Award applying to senior and highly paid staff consider 
a “Guarantee of Annual Earnings” (for those earning $158,500 pa or more).
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Guaranteed hours for part-time employees
● Clarification rather than change

● Part-time employees must be given fixed number of hours, and have pattern of 
work fixed (days of the week and start and finish times) from commencement of 
employment.

● Can agree to (but cannot be required to) work hours in addition to this.

● If they do work such additional hours, paid at ordinary time rates (not overtime!)

● Changes to regular pattern of work (temporary or ongoing)have to be agreed in 
writing

NEW provision: PT employee who regularly works in excess of their guaranteed hours for 
12 months can ask ER to increase their guaranteed hours to match pattern they have 
actually been working; can only be refused on reasonable grounds.

(Clause 10.3)
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FT, PT and casual EEs get overtime for 
working outside of span of ordinary hours

● Clarification rather than change

● All employees (other than shift workers) are entitled 
overtime rates when they work outside the span of 
ordinary hours set out in clause 25.2(a), ie outside of 6.00 
am and 8.00 pm Monday to Sunday.

● Other provisions regarding overtime (eg for working in 
excess of 38 hours in a week are unchanged)

● (Clause 28.1)
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Minimum engagement / payment periods 

Currently:

FT & PT employees - no restrictions.

Casuals: SACS - 3 hours; SACS disability services - 2 hours; Home Care - 1 hour; Everyone 
else - 2 hours.

Future:

FT - no restrictions.

Casuals & PT: SACS - 3 hours; SACS disability services - 2 hours; Home Care - 2 hours; 
Everyone else - 2 hours

WILL NOW APPLY TO EACH PERIOD OF WORK IN A BROKEN SHIFT!

(Clause 10.5)
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*Agreement 
commenced 
prior 1 Feb 

2022

*Agreement 
commenced 
post 1 Feb 

2022

E’er and E’ee reach agreement: confirm new agreement in 
writing (agreement must commence before 1 July 2022!)

E’er must consult 
with affected e’ees 

and genuinely 
attempt to reach 
agreement on a 

variation
to the agreement

No agreement reached: e’er can vary the agreement consistent 
with minimum periods commencing 1 July 2022 (NB: must 

provide 42 days notice in writing!)

Transitional Arrangements

No agreement reached: Agreement commencing post 1 Feb 
2022 stands - employee must be paid for the minimum periods 

commencing 1 July 2022

*NB: Agreement = written agreement between 
employer and employee for less than the upcoming 

minimum engagement periods (e.g. 1 hour)

E’er can still consult 
with affected e’ees 

and attempt to 
reach agreement on 
a variation, however 

this is not 
mandatory



What is a broken shift?
● Applies just to Home Care and SACS EEs doing disability services work

● A broken shift is (basically) where there are two or more periods of work in a day, 
“broken” by unpaid periods (other than unpaid meal breaks)

● An employee working, for example, from  9am to 5pm with an unpaid lunch break of 
up to an hour is NOT broken shift. 

● Example of a typical broken shift:

○ 8am to 9am

○ 12pm to 1pm

○ 3pm to 4pm

○ 5pm to 6pm 

● You might think these were different shifts, but under the SCHADS Award this is all 
one shift - just “broken” into different periods of work
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Minimum engagement / payment periods 
for broken shifts

● Will now apply to each part of a broken shift

● For example: Part-time / casual home care employee this pattern would be ok

○ Broken shift part 1: 8am to 10am

○ Broken shift part 2: 2pm to 4pm

● Each part of the broken shift must be at least 2 hours (or pay EE for 2 hours if each part if it is less)

● .: Could not roster as follows and only pay one hour per part of broken shift

○ Broken shift part 1: 8am to 9am

○ Broken shift part 2: 2pm to 3pm
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Broken shifts - maximum number of periods 
of work = 2, or 3 by agreement

● Currently: no restrictions on the maximum number of periods of work in a broken 
shift

● Going forward: broken shift can only be a maximum of 2 periods of work or 3 by 
agreement, (needs to be agreed in advance each time a 
3-period-of-work-broken-shift is to be worked, unless it is part of a PT employee’s 
fixed hours of work)

○ 8am to 10am - OK 

○ 12pm to 2pm - OK

○ 3pm to 5pm - OK WITH AGREEMENT

○ 7pm to 9 pm - NOT OK
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Meal breaks and minimum payments in 
broken shifts

Normal meal break rules apply to broken shifts and breaks between shifts are not counted. IE when an 
employee works a total of 5 hours (across multiple periods of work = entitled to a meal break)

Breaks in work (such as unpaid meal breaks) count towards the minimum payment period for broken 
shifts. 

For example,where there is a requirement for a minimum payment of 2 hours:

● First part of broken shift - 2 hrs

● 2nd part of broken shift - 2 hrs

● 3rd part of broken shift - 2 hrs* (1.5 hrs work, 30 mins unpaid meal break)

At three hour mark (1 hr into the 3rd part of broken shift) employee is entitled to an unpaid meal break of 
30 mins. Even though employee is only paid for 1.5 hours, this is deemed to meet the minimum payment of 
2 hours (Clause 25.6)
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Broken shift penalties now calculated by 
reference to each period of work

● Currently: payment for whole of broken shift (all periods of work) calculated by 
the time the last period of work finishes

● Going forward: shift penalties applied to each period of broken shift separately. 
Night shift allowance is not payable for work performed on a night shift that 
commences before 6.00 am.

(Usual definition of night shift = “any shift which finishes after 12 midnight or 
commences before 6.00 am Monday to Friday”) 

● Note: All work performed beyond a span of 12 hours will be paid at double time and an employee must receive a 
minimum break of 10 hours between broken shifts rostered on successive days. (Clause 25.6)

(Clause 25.6)
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Broken shifts allowances

● Currently: no broken shift allowances

● Going forward:

○ $17.53 for a broken shift with 2 periods of work

○ $23.20 for a broken shift with 3 periods of work

● (Clause 25.6)
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Concept of remote work introduced

● Definition in clause 25.10

○ Work required / authorised by employer; and

○ Not part of ordinary hours (or additional hours of PT employees); and

○ Not required to be performed at a designated workplace

● Practically speaking likely to catch situations such as:

○ Employees being required to answer phone-calls / emails after they have left (or 
finished) work for the day eg dealing with emergency calls, changes of rosters, client 
cancellations
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Entitlement to “on-call” allowance for being 
ready to perform remote work

● Currently: employees are entitled to an “on-call” allowance if required to be available to be “recalled 
to duty”.

● This clearly covers employees keeping themselves available to attend an employer’s / client’s 
premises after they had finished work.

● Going forward: allowance will also be paid for an employee being ready to perform remote work eg 
being required to keep their phone on to take emergency calls, taking the “work phone” home, etc.

● As is the case now, on-call allowance is paid regardless of whether any work is actually performed 
(additional amounts payable if work is performed).

● Amount of allowance unchanged: ($20.63) per 24 hr period Monday to Friday; $40.84 per 24hr period 
weekends and public holidays

● (Clause 20.11)
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Minimum payment for being recalled to a 
physical workplace - two hours work

Slight amendment to clause 28.4 to make clear that two hour minimum payment for 
on-call work only applies to recall to physical workplace (not for remote work).

“An employee who is recalled to work overtime after leaving the workplace and 
requested by their employer to attend a workplace in order to perform such overtime 
work will be paid for a minimum of two hours’ work at the appropriate rate for each 
time recalled. If the work required is completed in less than two hours the employee 
will be released from duty.” (Clause 28.4)
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Minimum payment period for remote work 
(1)

Where an employee performs remote work, they will be paid for the time spent performing remote work, 
with the following minimum payments applying:

● where the employee is on call between 6.00 am and 10.00 pm - a minimum payment of 15 minutes’ 
pay;

● where the employee is on call between 10.00 pm and 6.00 am - a minimum payment of 30 minutes’ 
pay;

● where the employee is not on call - a minimum payment of one hour’s pay; 

● where the remote work involves participating in staff meetings or staff training remotely - a 
minimum payment of one hour’s pay. 

“Any time worked continuously beyond the minimum payment period outlined above will be rounded up 
to the nearest 15 minutes and paid accordingly”. IE if an employee works continuously for 16 minutes, 
during a period where there is a minimum payment of 15 minutes = minimum payment rounded up to the 
nearest 15 minutes. 

(Clause 25.10)
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Minimum payment period for remote work 
(2) 

“Where multiple instances of remote work are performed on any day, separate minimum payments will be 
triggered for each instance of remote work performed, save that where multiple instances of remote work 
are performed within the applicable minimum payment period, only one minimum payment period is 
triggered.”  (Clause 25.10)

Example 1: Employee A

E’ee A is engaged for remote work and takes a 15 min call 
at 10pm (minimum payment of 30 mins). 

E’ee A takes another call at 10:20pm for 5 mins. This is still 
within 30 minute minimum payment. No extra payment.

Employee performs a further 10 minutes of remote work 
at midnight = further minimum payment of 30 mins.

= 1 hour payment total

Example 1: Employee B

E’ee B is engaged for remote work and takes a 5 minute 
call at 10pm (minimum payment of 30 minutes)

E’ee B takes another 5 minute call at 12am midnight 
(minimum payment of 30 minutes)

= 1 hour payment total
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Rates of payment for remote work

See clause 25.10.d

● Detailed provisions setting out rate of pay depending on 
factors such as when work was performed (weekdays, 
weekends, public holidays, etc)

● Range from usual rate of pay up to 275% 
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Client cancellations (1)

● Current: Only applies to cancelled home care services

● So long as the employee is given notice by 5pm the day before appointment is cancelled / changed 
= no obligation to pay a FT / PT employee (otherwise they are paid for the shift)

● Employer can require employee to perform “make-up” time equivalent to cancelled shift. Not 
completely clear in current award how this is supposed to work. Is this where ER still has an 
obligation to pay the EE for the shift, can get them to do alternative work instead?

● Going forward: Client cancellation clause applies to cancelled home care and disability services

● Clause only applies if client cancels / reschedules a service within 7 days of scheduled appointment 
(ie cancels with less than 7 days notice)

● (Clause 25.5(f))
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Client cancellations (2)

● Where client cancels with less than 7 days notice then ER has two options:

○ Direct the employee to perform other work during those hours in which they were rostered; or

○ Cancel the rostered shift or the affected part of the shift.

● Where the employer cancels the shift then they must do one of the following:

○ pay the employee the amount they would have received had the shift not been cancelled; or

○ provide the employee with make-up time.

● No ability to simply not pay the employee for a cancelled shift

● Make-up time is only allowed where the employee is given at least 12 hours notice that their shift is 
being cancelled.

● Award will now provide stricter rules about when make up time is performed, etc.

● Employee who works make-up time will be paid the amount payable had the employee performed 
the cancelled service or the amount payable in respect of the make-up time work actually 
performed, whichever is the greater

#
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Client cancellations (3)

● What if client cancels with at least 7 days notice?

○ Casual employees - no obligation to provide an advanced roster - change as much as you 
like!

○ FT employees - rosters can be changed on 7 days notice (or at any time due to employee 
illness or in an emergency)

○ PT employees - these provisions are subject to the requirement that any change in hours 
must be agreed in writing .: practically speaking all changes to a PT employee’s hours need to 
be agreed in writing.

(Clause 25.5)
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Client cancels 
with 7+ days 

notice

Client cancels 
with less than 

7+ days 
notice

Normal change of 
roster rules apply*

Option 1: Get 
employee to do 

other work during 
time of cancelled 

appointment (& pay 
them)

Option 2: Cancel 
employee’s shift

Can 12 hours notice 
be provided to 

cancel their shift?

New Client Cancellation Rules

No: Employee must 
be paid for their 
cancelled shift

Yes: You can require 
employee to 
perform “make up 
time” at another 
time (and pay them 
at that time)

*NB: only relevant to FT and PT 
employees, casuals can have shifts 

cancelled at any time!



*Normal change of roster rules

● For FT and PT employees - 7 days notice of roster change needed, PT employee must agree in 
writing

● Less than 7 days notice OK:

○ In an emergency

○ To deal with employee absence due to illness

○ Where PT employee agrees to work additional hours

● But in all cases a PT employee would need to agree to change in writing (clause 10.3)

● NEW clause: 7 days notice of change in roster not required where employees want to swap shifts 
(and employer agrees to the swap) (clause 25.5(d))
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24 hour care shifts

● Currently: No entitlement to specific amount of sleep; not clear what happens if EE works more than 
8 hours in shift; only obligation is to provide a bed

● Going forward: Employees can only work a 24-hour care shift by agreement.

● Employees must be given the opportunity to sleep for a continuous period of 8 hours during the 
shift. 

● Employees must be provided clean linen, the use of appropriate facilities (including access to food 
preparation facilities and staff facilities where these exist) and free board and lodging (ie food, 
drink and accommodation) for each night when the employee sleeps over. 

● Employees can refuse to work more than 8 hours during that shift, when working more than 8 hours 
would be unreasonable. Up to 8 hours paid at 155%

● When an employee does work more than 8 hours in a shift they will be paid overtime (or time off in 
lieu)

● (Clause 25.8)
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Sleepover shifts - clean linen, etc

● Additional requirement to provide: 

○ clean linen (as well as a bed)

○ food preparation facilities (where these exist)

● Existing requirement to provide separate room and free board and lodging (ie meals) are 
continuing 

● (Clause 25.7(c))
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Laundering and replacement of damaged 
clothing and possessions

● If employee’s clothing is soiled in course of duty, laundry allowance of $0.32 per shift

● If employee’s clothing needs repairing or replacing - employer has to pay for this (clause 20.3 & 20.4). 

● Existing clause dealing with uniforms is not changing (ie obligation to pay laundry allowance for 
uniforms, etc)
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Equal Remuneration Order increased rates 
listed in the award itself

● Pay rates for social and community services classifications and crisis accommodation 
classifications in the SCHADS Award are subject to an “Equal Remuneration Order” (‘ERO’).

● The rate of the increases were gradually increasing until December 2020, but now they are at a set 
fixed rate that applies at all times

● Currently the award does not include the increased rates - have to look to the FWO pay guide. 
Going forward they will be included in the award.
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Extra week of annual leave for certain 
shiftworkers

● Currently the following employees receive an extra (5th) week of annual leave: an employee who 
works for more than 4 ordinary hours on 10 or more weekends during the yearly period in respect of 
which their annual leave accrues.

● Going forward: In addition the following employees will also receive an extra week of annual leave: 
an employee who works at least eight 24- hour care shifts per year

● (Clause 29.4)
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Summary of main changes to SCHADS Award

New rules about:

● Minimum engagement / payment periods (and the fact 
that they now apply to each period of work in a broken 
shift)

● Stricter rules about broken shifts generally
● Entitlements for performing “remote work” after hours
● Stricter rules to deal with client cancellations
● And lots and lots of more minor changes!
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Questions?

#
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For more information on how Employment Innovations can help 
your business, contact our team:

Phone:  1300 144 120
Email:  info@employmentinnovations.com

Alternatively, you can schedule a free 1:1 with one of our HR experts! 
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-
consultation/

Subscribe to our newsletter and access free resources: 
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/insights/

Additional support

https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation/
https://www.employmentinnovations.com/insights/

